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THE IMPACT OF :EnONCMIC DEVELOPMENT ON 
PERSONNEL AIMINISTRATION IN THE UNDERDEVELOPED COONTRIES 

Introduction 

lo National economic development is dependent upon a number af fac
tors. It requires physical resources, human ingenuity, capital, political 
endorsement and governmental machinery that is capable of meeting the 
demands that such growth places upon ito But above all, its achievement 
depends upon an understanding of its needs arrl implications o 

2. .Within the sector of Public Administration, no as~ct is as funda-
mental as the competerce of the civil serviceo For without a personnel ad
ministration that is able, informed, dedicated and confident, no government 
can hope to embark efficiently upon a programme of large-scale development 
and im.provemento Indeed, it would appear that successful economic growth is 
generally conditioned by pre.ceding or simultaneous development of an improved 
civil service systemo The history of many countries - large and small, in
dustrial and agricultural, oriental and occidental - affords examples to con
finn this pointo 

3 o Obviously, an efficient civil service is only one part of the 
larger pattem of competent public administration - but it is sirely the 
most urgento It would be poor expedience arrl worse logic to introduce a 
new fiscal system or a series of public corporations if the staff responsi
ble for their execution does not know or care how they should be administered. 
Moreover, a government with a civil service that is respected fer its inte
grity and efficiency will more readily elicit public cooperation at home and 
abroado 

4. Even the initiation of an economic development programme, though 
its conception may be the work of the political leaders of the government, 
assisted by experts selected for the purpose, is largely dependent on the 
assistance of a competent civil service., The basic data concerning agricul
ture, industry, trade and natural resources have to be collected by cert.ral 
and territorial services and to be made serviceable by a statistical af ficeo 
The financial implications mu.st be evaluated in relation to the budget and 
the general financial situationo Taxes am tariffs may rave to be revised 
in connection with such a programme o Pl.ans for land settlement involve the 
administration of the public domain; plans for increased production parallel 
the development of the co.i::mnmication and transport serviceso Monetary as
pects will necessitate t h ; cooperation of the central bank and of ten of the 
customs serviceo And apart from their contribution to the basic data on 
which any economic development programme must rest, an intelligent civil 
service can have a considerable share in policy determination itself, parti
cularly in estimatj~ ./__,he feasibility of' the various projects ,and their 
effect on the different sectors of the populationo 
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5o All this implies the necessity for a civil service of undisputed 
ability and integrityo The ideal of a civil service which offers entirely 
objective advice whatever the political composition of the govemment, has 
been achieved in some west European countries o Where current economic change 
is itself an important factor in contemporary politics, it may not be 
expedient to employ as senior civil servants men known to be openly out of 
sympathy with political trends, but even if the field of recruitment is 
limited, no effort should be spared to find recruits of umuestioned quality. 

6. Even so, the successful development of the civil service implies 
more than the selection of capable individuals for public employment. Like 
any otmr resource, it must be carefully administered, and in the develoP
ment of contemporary administrative systems, several recognisable features 
are of especial importanceo 
They include:-

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 
(vii) 

(viii) 
(ix) 

The structure for personnel administration, 
pay structure and pol:icy, 
position or indiVidual classification, 
recruitment and examination, 
human relations and morale, 
employee organization and representation, 
training, 
devolution of authority, and 
promotion, s era ration and pension procedures. 

7 o Not all of these can be separately identified in the fersonnel 
systems of every country o There is a wide range af variation, and a review 
of the impact of economic development upon government personnel structures 
must be restricted to those areas which can most usefully be analyzed. 

The _structure of Personnel Administrationo 
I 

8. An administrative structure defines and coordinates function and 
responsibility for the execution of policy o The machinery and methods em
ployed nay substantially condition the character and scope of· that policyo 

9o In this respect, the structure for personnel administration is of 
great :importanceo In some countries centralized personnel authority is given 
to a Public Service Board, a Civil Service Commission, or to some other iden
tifiable authority at top executive leveL There are various points within 
the governmental structure at which this office can be located; usually there 
is close liaison with the fiscal agency. Thus, it is possible to survey and 
control all aspects of personnel administration ani to coordinate the activi
ties of the principal service departments through the action of a central 
authority. 

10. In sane countries with an abundant supply of well qualified 
personnel and a firmly established civil service tradition, the need for 
such a centralization of personnel administration may not be as keenly felt 
as in others; but wherever the requirements of the public service exceed the 
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availability of trained manpower, a central direction of personnel policies 
is almost indispensable if the best possible use is to be made of limited 
resourceso 

llo However well-rooted good traditions may be in a particular country, 
it is of paramount importance that external pressures on the civil service 
should be reduced to a minimumo The concept of a career civil service, 
giving impartial yet constructive advice, is strengthened considerably in 
this way, and personnel policy can itself be based upon broad planning and 
research.. A civil service which is confident regarding its own status, is 
more likely to be responsible arrl responsive to the perfonnar:ce of its tasks, 
and to produce in the higher ranges, the outstanding and experienced civil 
servants who are the mainstay of a vital and sustained economic policy. More
o·ver, administrative leadership which is backed by a responsible bureaucracy 
is likely to enjoy better understanding in its relations with the legislative 
body and with the publico 

12. Generally, there is no consistent personnel policy without central 
planning controlo Amongst those countries lacking such an authority, the 
Minister of Finance or the Comptroller-General is sometimes placed in charge 
of certain aspects of personnel administration.. With such an arrangement, 
personnel policy often tends to be accommodated to the major functions of 
these ministries rather than be treated as an integral part of the state's 
entire administrative system. Thus some aspects of personnel administration 
may be overemphasized (e.g., salary), while otrers are neglected (e.g., 
training) .. 

13 o There are instances among countr~ s at, various l.evels of develop-
ment where the parliament exercises close jurisdiction over general pay 
policy and at the same t:ime allows the operating depirtments to make their 
own interpretation in such particular matters as recruitment, classification, 
promotion and so on.. Alternatively, and fortunately infrequently, personnel 
policy is spelled out in such detail by parliamentary statute that a new law 
or amendment becomes necessary to effect even minor changes in structure or 
methodo 

140 Departmental autonomy in personnel administration provides advan-
tages in certain situationso It makes for freedom of action, some healthy 
competition between departments, and gives priority to the operating officer 
in conducting his personnel affairso 

15 o But in a country which is undergoing major economic development, 
a completely decentralized approach can produce chaotic resul.ts. If, say, 
the Ministry of Agriculture suddenly needs to expand its supply of clerks in 
consequence of a new land reclamai;ion progranme, the normal processes fOl" 
recruitment, selection and on, may be thrown completely off balance not only 
for this Ministry but for other departments as well .. 



160 This is particularly true when prof essiona.l or specialized 
personnel, which may in general already be in short supply, is suddenly 
required in comparatively large numbers for a part of the programmeo 
If, in such a situation, the necessary measures are not taken at once to 
increase the numbers - special training, incentives far study in that 
particular field, temporary recruitment of foreigners and so on - the 
entire public service may be affected or the programme itself may bog 
down. A centralized personnel agency is in a better position to adapt 
policy to such sudden exigencies than a single depart:mento 

17. The requirements, which economic development makes upon the 
structure for personnel administration, do not differ materially from 
the criteria which comprise a good personnel system in any sort of economyo 

18. Where a sound personnel administration exists, an accelerated 
economic development may cause emergency requirements,, but these can be 
dealt with along the well-established lines of personnel policyo They only 
demand temporary provisions, which will gradually become an additional ele
ment in the policy structure, without fundamentally changing that structure 
unless the economic system of the country itself is undergoing a fundamental 
changeo 

19. In other cases, where the personnel admin:istration has not yet 
obtained a stable arrl effective character, it may be unavoidable to orga
nize those parts of the establishment which are most directly needed for 
the economic programme along modern lines, without waiting for a complete 
civil service reform. It is even possible trat such a refonn depends on 
economic development more than on an understarrling of its principles, am. 
that those principles can be applied in the beginning only where economic 
developnent would obviously be impossible without their application, and 
at the same t:ime provide the financia1 means for their implementation. 
Such a p:i.rtial introduction of a merit system is only dangerous, if its 
extension to the other parts of the public service is not seen as an ~ 
perat.lve sequel; two incompatible systems should not be allowed to con
tinue indefinitely s:ide by side. Here again, a central agency is probably 
the best guarantee against such discontinuity af the process of reform. 

200 '.lhe general principles of a merit systen are themselves relatively 
simple: 

21. Firstly, there must be equityo This means not only equal p:iy f or 
equal work, but also a presumption of substantially equal treatment am op
portunity for all public employees regardless of treir department. 

22. Secondly, there must be economy. Economy,. like efficiency, is 
often difficult to de.fine in the context of public administrationo But 
simply, the DBchinery for personnel administration BBlst avoid duplication 
and needless expenditure of tme and energy. 
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23 o Thirdly, t~re must be incentive.. This element consists of 
several factors including salary, security of tenure, prestige and oppor
tunity for advancement arrl transfer.. Any good personnel structure must 
also provide official channels of connnunication through which the employee 
may convey suggestions and grievarees as well as response to commands.. As 
one writer has put it: "structure is an arrargement of the working rela
tionships of individuals, not merely an impersonal process of putting 
blocks together to make buildings .. " Thus a recognition of the human factor 
is essential in the construction or evaluation of any administrative 
mechanismo 

24. Finally, a good system must be flexible o The value of an organi-
zation can be measured by its ability to adjust to changing needs and pro
blems.. Nowhere is this more pressing than in a country undergoing economic 
development. An exparrling economy invariably creates demand - sonetimes 
rather suddenly - for new governmental functions and tl:erefare new depart
ments and bureaux, new personnel and new qualifications, and from the 
established staff a capacity for growtho 

25., The introduction of perfection of a merit system where it does 
not exist or has been insufficiently elaborated raises a nwnber of practical 
problems which are among the mcst difficult· inpereonnel administrationo If 
starrlards af recruitment and promotion are to be raised, transitory measures 
will be needed on behalf of the civil servants appointed under the previous 
rules.. Old and new will have to be integrated arrl possibilities should be 
created for additional training of those who have lacked such trai.niQ?; in 
the past.. A revision of posts arrl salaries may require complicated adjustments .. 

26.. It should be understood t~ t even if conditions do not yet make it 
possible to organize the major part of the civil service as a career service 
of the non-political type, the merit system can am. should be applied, even 
if the field of choice is limited by extraneous considerations o 

27.. In an attempt to find the best structural arrangermnt arrl methods 
of personnel administration to achieve tre se objectives in a particular 
country, the solution will seldom be found in the mere adoption of the 
techniques of some otrer country.. They vary considerably arrl each is the 
result of long evolution and the product of particular historical and cul
tural condit.iomo Moreover, even the more advanced techniques are them
selves open to considerable criticism, as personnel officers in the coun
tries concerned would readily admito Obviously, there is terrain "Where the 
horse may make more progress than the a utomobile 0 

2Bo Neither can the probl.em be posed as a simple choice between' cert.ral.-
ized administration of personne1 and a decentralized approacho But. it is 
probable that the answer lies :in a balance between these two points of empha
sis.. It seems, however, that wrere comprehensive and profound re.forms are 
desired, or economic development necessitates organized development of econo
mic planning, the case for centralization under the highest authority is 
stronger.. Where the balance should be stuck, what. is the best way to combine 
coordination with autonomy, will require a unique f o:nnula for each country 
through an apprcach that may differ from those mich other nations at various 
stages of devel.opm.ent have conceived before. 



Pay Structure and Policy of a Civil Service 

290 The pay structure of a Civil Service as a rule is arrived at by 
a process of evolution am each country therefore develops a structure 
peculiar to itselfo In a country with a well developed civil service 
S}'Stem., the pay structure tems to be complicated by a process of a gradual 
readjustment to changes over the years. In a less developed country it is 
likely to be simpler but scmetimes less capable of modificationo The 
factors which detemiine ttte evolution of civil service salaries have much 
in conmon m all countries and in making modifications or innovations one 
administration may borrow from anothero Cert.a.in generalisations aili com
parisons are thus profitable am interestingo 

JO. The salaries offered by any civil service must bear sane relation 
to salary scales m other employment. Every government which inteilis to 
set up an efficient administration must off er sufficient attraction to secure 
the right type of reCTU.i.t to its service. The attraction need not necessarily 
by a direct monetary one; there are other considerations such as prestige, 

,. security, career opportunities and retirement pension. Long-tenn factors may 
be involved, but even so the attraction must in some degree be operative at 
the time of recruitmento Conmencing salary is often at least as im.pf>r;t.ant as 
considerations which take effect later in the career. In countries which 
have not yet experienced extensive industrial or commercial development, em
ployment in the civil service may carry greater attraction and prestige 
because of the absence of alternative employment of equal standing. 

Jl. In gereral the salary structure, if it is to be effective in re-
cruiting staff of the right quality for the civil service, will have to show 
a cert.a.in confonnity to the general. income structure of the countzy. If, at 
the lower level, the mevitable requirement of literacy contracts lllith a 
wide-spread analphabetism., payment at that level may have to be higher than 
that of the social groups- to which they would lelong in a country with general 
primary education; on the otter harxl, salaries in tl:r: higher brackets may be 
conq:aratively moderate in countries w~re tl:r: income pyramid in the private 
sector has a very high and narrow top, because prestige and security have an 
excessive :importance. 

32. One of the most frequent phenomena in countries going through a 
process of rapid development is the constant change in relative values of 
diplomas and grades o As literacy s preads the primary school diploma is 
devaluated; the same will happen to seco:rdary and higher education, though 
often at a slower pace. Certam qualifications .for which a sud.den demand 
develops may become temporarily overvalua~ed. The educational policy in 
its broadest sense is a factor o.f great inf1uence on personnel policies in 
such countries and requires imaginative planning ahead in view af the con
siderable time-lag between the inception of an education and training pro
gramme and its effect in an increased supply of alumnio Frequent adjust
ments ar either salary-scales or required qualifications for government 
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posts are inevitable under such cireumstarees; the choice of the right 
moment and the scope of such adjustments belong to the most delicate 
problems in personnel policy. 

33. In countries which are now for the first time feeling the impact 
of economic development, the problem of attracting suitable people into the 
public service may there.fore be more than ordinarily acute. Economic 
development usually requires the setting up of new agencies, and in their 
anxiety to attract the personnel. necessar,y for their own function, these 
agencies may try to outbid the civil service in the tems mich trey are 
prepared to offer. Moreover, economic development stimulates commercial 
activity, and growing conmercial organisations become yet another competi
tor for the available trained personnel. From a civil service point of 
view the recruitment market becomes :raore and more difficult as the effect 
of new developments become more and more widespread in the activities of 
the country. 

Salar,y structure: 

34. The salary struct'tll'e has certain recognisable features which are 
coomon to evecy service. For example, the top level of pay is usually 
detennined by the salaries of members of the government; ministers do not 
like the idea of being paid less than their subordinates. Moreover, since 
civil servants are paid from. taxes, public opinion as expressed in parlia
ment or elsewhere is a factor in the determination of their salaries. In 
this way, every country arrives at a reasonable expectation of retfclrd for 
a lifelong career in the public service or for posts carrying greater res
ponsibility and requiring high competence. The top level of salary in a 
civil service is rarely as high as that in comparable commercial employment; 
and in some countries it is lower than that in puhlic corporations. 
Security in office against political cmnges in government arrl the prestige 
derived fran. honours conferred by the head o.f the state are often.factors 
which lead senior public servants to accept somewh:it lower salaries than men 
o.f equivalent standing in other walks of life. 

35. A typical contrast between countries with a long history of civil 
service development and countries where such a development is only in its 
initial stage, is that in the .first group tre spread o.f social security in 
the private sector has followed. security and retirment provisions in the 
civil service at a considerable distame, whereas in the second group it 
may l'nppen that general social security legislation is enacted or security 
provisions are introduced by private companies, while the civil service 
is still subject to political change. It is obvious that ruch a situation 
will rave a particularly adverse e.ff ect on civil service recruitment in 
general. 

36. In the matter of recruitment the public serv:ice has to compete 
with other occupations aid mist offer either a reasonabzy good starting sal..ary 
or sane equivalent immediate compe:Dsatioa.in security or -prestige.,; 
The new entrant will look for some earzy recognition of his acadani.c or pro
fessional qualifications, and :in deciding upon his employment, i.f he has a 
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choice, he will take the one which seems best likely to enable him to set 
up house by whatever is detennined by social custan. as the nonnal age of 
marriageo Questions of social prestige my influence his choice, but he 
will undoubtedly also weigh up the more material factors. 

J7. Between the levels of commencement salary and top remuneration, the 
whole structure of the pay system has to be fitted in, and the width of the 
gap between these two levels materially influences intermediate salaries arrl 
the possibility of building up career prospects. The gap itself may be in
fluenced by economic stratification and social custom: in some countries 
people look for a greater increase in remuneration ove~ the whole period of 
their working life than in others, and in such countries the highest salary 
must be proportionately greater than the commencing salary. 

JS. In some countries, whose civil service salaries have been studied 
by the Technical Assistance Administration~ the stl"Ucture is entirely unsys
tematic. Each post carries a personal rate of pay, appropriate to the exist
ing holder, and the re is no system of regular increases, or increments. 
other civil services have borrowed a salary structure from another countcy, 
and a familiar example of a borrowed system is the one usually known as the 
bareme. 

J9. In this type of structure each individual grade is assessed at an 
appropriate level in a general scheme, and so in theory every post has its 
correct salary in relation to that of every other. The re is usually some 
arrangement for incremental progression, annual or otle rwise, subject to 
satisfactory perfonnance of duty. 

40. The bareme system, which originated in Fra~ e, thus applies one 
common pattern of salary steps to a wide variety of grades; the incremental 
steps are included in the general pattern. For example, a grade may be 
assessed with a starting salary, set at level 250, and (assum.ir..g that the 
salary steps are in units of 50) the official may progress with the years 
to levels JOO, J50 and so to 400. Another grade may commence at level J50 
and the individual may in time pr~ress to say 500, following the steps of 
the ladder. The levels are predetennined as pa.rt of the structure and are 
common to all g rades. With their various incremental points they overlap 
one another a good deal and in some services a junior of long experiere e may 
serve a senior with a somewha. t lower salary. 

41. The bareme has obvious advantages; it is unified and relatively 
simple; it ensures reasonable equality of treatment between staffs of dif
ferent ministries; and it is comparatively easy to adjust to changes in tl:e 
cost of living because the whole cf the structure can be altered by the ad
dition of an appropriate percentage increase. 

42. On the other band, there are difficulties in fittiqs into so rigid 
a structure new types of posts created to meet the needs of economic develop
ment. In many countries there is a marked tenderey at the present time to 
call more and more on the services of professional experts - engineers, 
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doctors, economists, statisticians ani so on. 
tion in tenns of the pay of comparable members 
terms of the civil service structure, and they 
to the baremeo 

They tern to think of remunera
of their profession, not in 
do not therefore fit in easily 

430 The principal disadvantage of the bareme is that it cannot easily 
be modified to meet demams such as theseo It is within itsel.f logical an:l 
consistent, and exceptional posts IIlllst either arbitrar.ily be fitted into it 
or they will destroy its symmetryo There are serious dangers in building up 
exceptions; in time they undermine the principles on which the main structure 
is based. Nevertheiess, in a country where fal"-reaching changes are taking 
place, the bareme structure often seems too rigid and from time to time the 
advice of visiting experts :is sought to suggest modifications to meet current 
developments without destroying the basic pattern of the salary scheme. No 
simple or perfect answer to this problem is likely to be found, because any 
such structure is the product of gradual evolution; changes must be effective, 
but at the same time be derived from what has gone beforeo In these matters 
the evolutionary method is the only safe one, but the speed of evolution Jmlst 
keep up w.i th the general speed of changeo 

Authority for the Salary Structure: 

440 Every civil service must have some basis in the legal system of the 
country, for its main function, reduced to its simplest tenns, is to act as 
the executive agent in carrying out the expressed intentions of the budget 
and law~king authori-tyo So much for underlying treory; in practice otrer 
considerations enter into tre basic regulation of a civil serviceo 

45. A good many countries accept, more or kss as an ideal, the West.
European concept of a civil service free from political influence, but many 
countries still have a long way to go al.ong the road which kads to this 
goal am often progress can be made only by direct legislative action. 
Security of tenure for the individual in spite of political change, recruit
ment free of political infiuence, am ruch like assurances of the irrlepend
ence of the civil service are principles that have to be accepted by the 
executive and ~gislatureo Important amongst these guarantees is tre primary 
one oft.he pay structure itsel.f o No civil service can give objective advice 
or wi 1 ling service unless its continued existence is guaranteed by regular 
payo 

46. In the few countries which preserve amongst their inheritance of 
tradition the stability and inde~mence of the civil service, it is possib~ 
that a legal guarantee is deemed superfluous; in rome instances a concept of 
direct loyalty to the crown takes its place and whilst preserv:i.ng the right 
of criticism by less direct met.hods, tre parliament tends to avoid the burden 
of direct civil serv:iee ]_egisl-ationo Even tren, the parliament retains the 
ultimate control of the budget from which the civil service is paido 

47. Countries which are in a state of transition are not so fortunate; 
economic changes are accompmied by changes in political ideas, and modiii
cations to the civil service structure need almost daily attentiono Detailed 
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legislation is frequently unavoidableo Sometimes parliamentary sanction 
becomes necessary even for an individual post .. 

48.. This procedure tends to involve the parliament in detailed -work 
and has the constant disadvantage tmt revision is slowo A new post cannot 
be set up without the full processes of legislation and conversely a post 
may continue to exist and the holder be legally entitled to pay between the 
time when the need for it bas disappeared and the passing of th!! necessary 
amending legislatiODo It also invites undue political influence in appo:lllt
ment s and other personnel matters o 

4 9 o The bareme system has its advantages from the point of view of 
legislative control.. If the parliament bas approved the whole of the pay 
structure, alterations in pay may be made by general adjustment to meet 
alterations in the cost of living, and a general revision of pay approved 
by the parliament can be applied grade by grade th:ruughout the structure. 

Control of the numbers employed: 

50. Control by the legislature is as important in determining the 
numbers as the pay of civil servants.. The number of persons employed in 
the various grades in a ministry must ultimately have budget sanction. 
In some countries each ministry is required to lay its own proposals before 
the legislature; in others trey may be correlated before presentation by 
some such authority as a Civil Service Commission or the Ministry of 
Finance, or ultimately by the Cabineto 

51. Control of the numbers of civil servants employed in any service 
is related not only to the size of departments but to the grading of indi
vidual posts. A ministry might be scrupulously economical in reducing the 
number of its staff to a minimum; but it might seek to pay them dispropor
tionately high salaries. Usually the fault, if any, lies in the other 
direction; too many people are employed, often in the lower sa1ary ranges .. 
This may spring from motives irrelevant to the work; emplo;yment may be a 
disguised reward for political service or a form of unemp1o;yment insurance. 

52. The correct staffing of a civil service department intimately 
affects every working member of the staff since his responsibilities, his 
working load arrl to some degree his pay, depend upon it. Therefore, some 
administrations have successfully attempted to interest the staff :in matters 
of organization by direct consultation between representatives of the manage
ment and of its employees. This is clearly a matter in which experience 
varies between one country and another, and is influenced by the gereral 
relationship between employers and organized labour in the country concernedo 
It is, however, in the countries like the United Kingdom, Sweden and Austraua, 
with a civil service entirely detached from political infl_uences, that joint 
consultation in problems of civil service organization bas nade greatest 
progress. 
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53 o Problems of organization present themselves in a variety of ways 
in different countrieso Work measurement is a novelty and is difficu1:t of 
application; yet in ~ery efficient civil service there must be vigorous 
control both of the overall rrumbers and of the function allocated to each 
and every posto The f'act that a reduction in working hours can become a 
disguised means of increasing the total. number of staff empl.oyed, should 
not be overlookedo Independent inspection, by a Civil Serv:ice Commission 
or some such iniependent body, may be necessary. If each ministry is 
allowed to do its own inspection, there must be some effective coordination 
between nrln.istrieso 

540 It is what people do, not what they are cal.led or what they are 
paid, which justifies their existence as civil servant.so Therefore, duties 
must be defined and assigned for tNery post, a process which has received 
close attention from American writers on public administration, one of whom 
has gone so far as to say that 11Duties classification is one of the most 
far-reaching steps taken in the public personnel field since the inaugura
tion of civil service lawson 

550 In any civil serv:ice each officer must be employed on a post for 
which adequate justification exists in the way of work to be doneo There
fore, the load must be defined; in anount it must be adequate for one person. 
The post itself must then be assigned an app~priate place in the pay struc
ture in relation to other postso Moreover, the job must be a fulltime one; 
some countries have been so misguided as to allow short woiking hours in 
order that individuals can secure other part-time employmento In this way 
salaries can be kept low and a greater number of posts made available, but 
the system makes for divided loyalties and is nether desirable nor efficiento 

560 Whether the detailed procedure of drawing up a written description 
of each individual. job, or a broader approach is better, can only be deteimined 
in the circumstances of the individual count:iy o Detailed job descriptions tend 
to produce a structure lacking in elasticity an.i in any case it is unwise to 
introduce them as an immediate innovation, where the system has never before 
been appliedo The task of going over every post in detail is overwhelming and 
an intermediate stage of a broad assessment of groups of posts is widoubtedly 
a better beginningo 

570 Finally, it may be observed as a general experience that, when 
civil service morale is high am new tasks are undertaken with energy and 
enthusiasm, the danger of overstaffing is 1ess great even if no elaborate 
system of job classification and workload control has yet been introducedo 
Detailed measures of control usually become urgent in case of a spat'lllodic 
expansion of the government service, or of the rank growth of routine and 
leisure habits in a bureaucracyo 

Recruitment: 
5So Recruitment is another problem which varies with environment. In 
some countries each ministry finds its own recruits; in others there is a 



Civil Service Commission or Public Service Board which recruits for the 
whole service o 

59 o The main advantage of the Civil Service Commission, and the 
reason why most Commissions were first established, is that freedom from 
influence am patronage in recruitment can in t his way be more readily 
assuredo If one agency alone is responsible for recruitment, it is neces
sary only to ensure the integrity of that agency and to see that there are 
no posts outside its scopeo 

600 In the less developed countries a Commission, or its ecpivalent, 
is the exception rather than rule, but even where recruitment is not a 
centralized function, some governments have accepted the principle of 
competitive examinationo Some colIUilon standard seems necessary to ensure 
that the q.iality af recruits is the same throughout the service, am a 
central recruitment agency can more readily act as a safeguard against 
variation in standard arrl against particular induc~ents being held out 
by one ministry to compete with others in securing new entrants. 

610 The principle of competitive examination is important; it offers 
a readily acceptable and objective method of selection, but for recruits 
who may, in time, advance to the highest ranks in the service, some test of 
persom.l fitness also seems to be necessary o The case for psychological 
and so-called intelligence tests has not so far been fully proved; although 
these methods of selection have their ardent supporters, they are at best 
only a single factor in a judgment formed on several criteria. Nevertheless, 
academic qualifications alone are not necessarily adequate am some weight 
in personnel selection should presumably be given to the findings of an inter
view board. 

620 Not only is academic qualification in itself an inadequate guide, 
but tte re are da~ers in its overemphasis o Some countries, anxious to 
sponsor university programmes designed to secure recruits of a certain type 
for the public service, have promised appointment to all qualified candidates, 
regardless of available posts. This =.ans that .same entrants are: either not 
fully employed or are temporarily plqeed in more junior duties-o Experience 
suggests that the employment of staff with appreciably more than adequate 
qualifications can be as dangerous to working morale as tm employment of 
unqualified personnelo 

630 Furthennore, every civil service system should give an opportnnity 
to outstanding employees on the lower and intennediate levels of educational 
preparation to qualify for the next higher group through :in-service train
ing or through specially designed courseso These entrants from below often 
bring valuable experience into the higher category o The possibility of such 
an extraordinary promotion can be an incentive for good service for the 
entire group and eliminates friction between the hierarchically adjoining 
groups in the civil serviceo 

Training .. 

64.. In a countzy which is introducing changes in its administrative organiza~ 
tion, the need .for staf'f training is accepted Without questionll but the develop
ment o.f a programme is not always easy.si particularly where there is little or 
no previous experienceo 
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650 The development of' adminjstrative training schemes has at tracted 
the attenti on of the United Nations fran the early years of its existen:: e; 
plans have been discussed for an international administrative training 
centre- a rrl have been held in abeyance as premature largely in order t hat 
attention, and the necessary funds, can be devoted to the development of 
regional or national centres Q 'lhe fellowship and. scholarship programme of 
the Unit ed Nations also includes a number of awards for smdi es in public 
administrationo 

660 In studies of this character, concerned majnly with principles and. 
techniques of gemral admjnjstration, progress has been made in a variety of 
countrieso In North America public administration is an import.ant feature 
of the teaching programme of a number of universities; in Wes tem Europe, 
public adminis tration is being introduced in an increasing number of univer
sity curricula, but on the other hand, certain institutions, notably the 
A<ininistrative st.aff College in the United Kingdom. and the Ecole Nationale 
d•Administration in France, have no direct assoc:iation with a university; 
indeed at both a number of students possess no fonnal academic qualif ication. 
India and Pakistan both have academies for the training of their higher civil 
s ervic e; a:id new develoJD.ents are in progress in Egypt, Jordan arx1 Israel. 

67a Training at a less advamed level for the day-to-day f umtions of 
operational staff necessarily attracts less attention internationally, but 
it is to a large degree the foundation on which the efficiency of t he adminis
trati ve machinery principally depends o It -would be difficult to survey what 
is being done in every country represented by me:n.bers of the Seminar, but 
amongst countries where the United nations has a programme of technical assis
t ance in public administration, Turkey may be taken as an example of what bas 
already been achievedo The Ministry of the Interior, in collaborat ion with 
t he Faculty of Political Science at Ankara University, has an excellent induc
tion course for newly appointed Kaymakams (assistant provincial governors); 
t here are police colleges at Istanbul and Ankara; training centres f cr the 
postal., telegraph and telephone department at Istanbul, and for the stat e 
railway at Eskesehiro 

680 In considering training, it will perhaps be sufficient to suggest 
seven important principles which must be observed in the devel.opnent of 
training schemes for the staff of' the civil service, or of public enter
prises, in a country "Which is meeting ch~es brought about by economic 
developnento 

69 o Whatever the nature of the training scheme, it mu.st direct.ly 
relat ed to recruitment pol.icy o If there is an entraree examination, the 
educat ional attainment of' tJre pupils can easily be assessed; if not, the 
selection nu.st be made from applicants who have the necessary aptitude . 
and int elligenceo If recruits are not forthcoming by those stanlards, t he 
training scheme must be modified accordingly o At the conclusion of t he 
training there must be a passing-out test, with the understanding that 
candidates who do not satisfy the exaniners sbbul.d be rejected. An organized 
arrangement of this kind ensures that the t raining s c.bM.e is of practi cal. 
value, particularly ii it is supplsent ed by some kind of :CollOllf~P of t he 
perf ormance of recmits after a period of active work o 
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70.. Any training programme should include arrangements for the proper 
training of the necessary instructional staff. If possible this should be 
centralized in each country, so that all the various organizations have an 
opportunity of deriv:ing benefit from canmon experience. 

7L At the inauguration of any training scheme the numbers admitted 
should be regulated to avoid overwhelming numbers in the early courses. 
There will inevitably be a large number of pe.ople anxious to take the 
course, but there is a danger that the quality may fall if too many 
students are ad"llittedo The first few courses are necessarily experimental 
and the quality of the instruction should in no way be endangered. 

720 Training should be intimately associated with research. Each 
training syllabus should be drawn up after consideration of the needs of 
the situation in the department concemed, and there should be adequate 
research to ensure that the teaching covers all the most recent develop
ments, and looks ahead to likely developments in the future. 

730 The training staff should work in close association with staff 
dealing with administrative analysis or organization and methods. 

74. There should also be constant collaboration between training 
staff and those responsible for the issue of departmental instructions. 
Training should follow the departmental rules and regulations; in the 
drafting of these regulations the advice of training staff is valuable, 
because they are in a position to judge how suitable is the terminology 
used for the staff who have to interpret them to the publico 

75. Finally, there should be intimate lllOrking association between 
training and inspectorial staffs, since the latter are in a special position 
to know how effective is the training programme in its resultso 

Devolution of Authority. 

76. "Administrative discretion is the essence of the modem state,•• 
a contemporary political theorist has remarked. In less cryptic terms, it 
may be said that public policy can no longer be earried out effectively 
without the delegation of some authority from th.e legislative body to the 
administrative branch, and within the latter from senior officials to their 
subordinates. ~ch action is justified on several grounds. S:ince the 
legislature cannot anticipate or, it should be admitteQ., decide all problems 
that may arise in the fulfillment of legislative directions, considerable 
discretion IDl.lst be lodged with- th\l. executive to exercise within th! limits 
of legislative review. Secondly, some assigrments may require technical or 
specialist knowledge not available to the top eXecutiveo Thirdly, the logic 
of work distribution and coordination requires that senior officials keep 
themselves free to deal only with those matters which deserve the authority 
and qual._ifications of their rank. The imreas:ing nwrber of daily executive 
decisions forces a wider distribution of authority if long delays are to be 



prevented. Finally, in the civil servantVs relations with the public 
he is working invariably within the dynamics of public opinion and social 
change o In · his assignment, he personifies the state o If he lacks ade
quate discretion to make decisions appropriate to problems at his level, 
the state, as well as the individual. official, loses the respect and 
cooperation o.f"the public upon which the state's mission dependso 

77. Among some of the administrative systems which the Technical 
Assistance Administration has surveyed, the importame af devolution is 
not widely understoodo In one Middle Eastern country, for ax:ample, an 
official of Ministerial rank may place purchase orders to the value of 
1.100,000 ($280,000) but cannot write off an obsolete or broken piece of 
equipment which is worth i;,.5 ($14) or moreo In some of the Lat:in American 
countries, delegation of authority rarely can be found below the rank of 
Bureau Chie.f.11 and there have been some instances in which even a Minister 
felt tbit he lacked adequate power to carry out the policy his department 
had been assignedo In a Far F.astern country, where the conception itself 
is unfamiliar, every devolution has to be enacted by the legislatureo The 
ex.ample previollsly cited where Parliament by law may define ~ually 
every aspect of personnel. administration is another illustration of the 
absence of adequate devolution and the problems it raises. 

7So Why has devolution not been more widely practiced? Several 
reasons appear to be important. One is the absence of official support, 
behind which lie issues of political evolutiono Legislative bodies are 
reluctant tog rant power to ministerso Officials within the administrative 
hierarchy are equally loath to act on responsibilities passed down from 
above and to delegate assignments to those belowo Fearing economic insecurity 
and political pressures, the public empl.oyee guards his own sphere of alltho
rity carefully, trusting no one but himself o Abother cause of inadequate 
devolution lies in the absence of proper trainingo Some officials do not 
know how to del.egate; otbers, knowing how, are unwilling to delegate task.s 
in their name to untrained or unfamiliar harrlso From these causes may resul.t 
an administrative system where the top gra.de of ficial.s are so burdened with 
minor detail.s that they cannot give appropriate consideration to major deci
sions, and the middle and lower grades do not have enough to do, or incentive 
to do what they are doing bettero 

790 How can these obstacl.es to effective devol.ution be overcome? 
The creation of a central authority over gerl' ra1 personnel. policy woul.d be 
an important stepo Thus the civil service woul.d know to whom it is respon
sible and that it is protected against external pressureso ~ch control 
shoul.d not be confused with central administration of all matters pertain
ing to the civil. serviceo This woul.d violate the basic prircipl.e of effec
tive devolution - a balance between those matters requiring top level deci
sions and those which may be del.egated elsewhereo 
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BOo The training of staff in improved techniques of organization and 
management is another possibility. It is obvious that assignments cannot 
be delegated unless there is presumption that they will be carried out 
properly. 

81. Finallyj it needs to be recognized that adequate devolution rests 
upon adequate controls. In many countries such coordinating devices already 
exist; in others, they are still in the early stages of development. Four 
categories of control can usually be identified. 

B2. That exercised by the policy-making body is the most important. 
It defines policy objectives am sometimes the methods for their fulfillment. 
It maintains constant surveillance on gen! ral administration and makes 
periodic investigation and audit of specialized aspects. 

B3. The body of droit administratif and the judicial system provide 
additional means for preventing and correcting the abuse of administrative 
power .. 

84. The administrative system itself is an additional check. At every 
step in the ex:ecution of an assignmentj there is implicit the process of 
review, of which the most obvious is the scrutiny of the fiscal agency. The 
competence of the staff and its- esprit de corps are also additional factors. 

85. For devolution to territorial agents, control should in many cases 
be organized in the fonn of personal inspections rather than through reports 
and correspondence only .. 

B6. It should be understood that some forms of devolution can leave the 
full responsibility with the higher authority, who exercises that responsibi
lity by selecting a qualified subordinate to make the decisions in his name 
rather than by making them himself . In any training programme considerable 
attention should be given to the inter-relationship between responsibility 
and devolution in its many aspects and applicationso 

87. However, the most fundamental control is probably the least 
organized. The ~ficiency and integrity of the civil service - indeed of 
the government itse-1! - is reflected in the attitudes which the public holds 
toward it. Public opinion may not participate in or be infonn.ed on tre de
tailed aspects of administrative procedure, but it is ultimately the last 
court of review. Public opinion seldom expresses itself explicitly on this 
subject, but its general assent is indispensable in measuring ad:ninistrative 
stability. 
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Conclnsion. 

88. The subject of this paper as originally stated is the impact of 
economic development upon personnel systems of underdeveloped countries. 
One cannot conclude without noting that the converse aspect is equally 
important, namely the impact or role of the civil service in economic 
development • 

89. There is no presumption that a merit personnel system will guarantee 
economic development. But there is sufficient experience to indicate that 
large scale economic expansion cannot proceed efficiently without the exis
tence of a capable and trained civil service. 

90. These progranmes of economic improvement are initiated on behalf 
of all the people and are dedicated to humanitarian objectives. That is why 
the State is involved. Moreover, every department of the state•s administra
tive structure is affected by these progranmes. Thus, every public employee 
is a participant. Therefore, the prospects of success or failure for econo
mic development are acutely dependent upon the quality of the state's person
nel. There is no question but that great resources of ingenuity and expe
rience are available to all countries, among the fudividuals who comprise 
their civil service; the n:ajor differences are the extent to which they are 
developed and employed. The improvement of personnel procedures is one of 
the greatest single steps that the State can take in advancing upon its 
larger mission of raising the standards of human welfare and dignity. 

' I . 
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